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Campaigns & Elections is the how-to journal 
of politics, focused on the tools, tactics and 
techniques of the ever-expanding political 
consulting industry.

When Campaigns & Elections launched 
in the spring of 1980, the presidential 
campaign that was already underway would 
see just over $92 million in spending. It was 
a staggering total at the time. By contrast, 
just ahead of Election Day 2012, President 
Obama posted a $150 million spending 
total—for the month of September alone. 
Taken as a whole, the cycle saw some $7 
billion in total spending. 

Business opportunity has exploded, and 
aspiring political professionals are launching 
their own firms more quickly than at any 
other time in the history of the consulting 
industry. Candidate campaigns, at all 
levels, are increasing in sophistication. The 
environment underscores the importance of 
having a space to share ideas and advance 
knowledge—exactly what our late founder 
Stanley Foster Reed envisioned. 
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 subscribEr concEntrAtion

of our subscribers 
say their spending 
decisions are 
influenced by 
what they read 
in campaigns & 
Elections

c&E has an 
enormous 

impact on the 
political consulting 
business, and i have 
never attended an 
event that did not 
result in significant 
business for my 
company.”
Tracy Dietz, L2

Nowhere else in the publishing world are 
those who influence campaign spending 
more highly concentrated than in the 
readership of Campaigns & Elections.  

Today, C&E’s print magazine boasts 
subscribers in all 50 states and more 
than 30 countries. Our niche audience 
includes just over 6,000 bimonthly print 
subscribers—that includes more than 80% 
of u.s.-based political consultancies.  
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the reed 
Awards 

Dinner was 
one of the best 
sponsorship 
decisions 
revolution 
Messaging made in 
2014. the amount 
of positive feedback 
we received was 
much greater 
than anything we 
expected.”
Keegan Goudiss,
Revolution 
Messaging
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Politics is built 
on relationships
our campaign training events bring together political 
professionals, candidates, and those who aspire to elected office—
locally and globally. combined, our readers and seminar attendees 
influence billions in campaign spending per cycle. 

 
of our subscribers 
directly control 
more than $1 
million in campaign 
spending per cycle

At top: Ashley o’connor of strategic Partners 
& Media, Ethan roeder of noi   Above: sean J. 
Miller and Lauren burke bottom right: nathan 
Daschle of clear channel.



2015 events

C&E training conferences and events 
are where political business gets done. 
Our conferences bring together political 
strategists, candidates, elected officials, 
public affairs professionals, technologists, 
and campaign staffers to offer prime 
networking opportunities for professionals 
and the top campaign training in the 
business. 

Our training events attract a Who’s Who 
of the most influential companies in the 
political world. Let C&E connect you with 
the campaign audience you want to reach.  
We have sponsorship opportunities to fit a 
range of budgets. 

the reed Awards 2015
Wynn Hotel – Las Vegas, NV
Honoring the year’s best 
campaign work in more than 
100 categories, the Reed Awards 
seminar and dinner brings together the 
campaign world’s top professionals.    

campaigntech East
FHi 360 Conference Center  
Washington, DC
One of America’s premier 
digital training conferences, 
CampaignTech East is designed to keep 
you on the cutting edge of digital outreach. 
Our April event offers two full days of 
learning and networking with innovative 
programming that highlights the latest 
trends in outreach, engagement, social 
media targeting, marketing, mobile, and 
more. 

the Art of Political campaigning
House of Sweden –  
Washington, DC
For more than 30 years, The Art 
of Political Campaigning (AOPC) 
has anchored C&E’s lineup of training 
seminars. From learning how to write a 
comprehensive fundraising plan to dealing 
with the press to understanding and using 
data, AOPC focuses on the fundamentals of 
campaigning.     

campaigntech west
San Francisco, California
East Coast meets West each 
year at CampaignTech West as 
we bring together technologists from Silicon 
Valley with D.C’s top digital strategists. 
Practitioners from both sides of the aisle 
move the digital conversation forward by 
sharing ideas and best practices for growing 
their skillsets and their businesses.

Election night Party
Washington, D.C. 
We foster bipartisanship in 
D.C.—even on Election Night. 
Join C&E as we party with 
political consultants, Capitol Hill staffers, 
and public affairs professionals from both 
sides of the aisle.   

the influencers conference 
Washington, D.C. 
Who’s really driving the decisions 
in the campaign world? The 
Influencers 50 is an annual list 
of the decision-makers who will make waves 
in the upcoming election cycle. If you want 
to influence politics, these are the people to 
know. 

of our subscribers 
have direct contact 
with elected 
officials

it’s always 
a pleasure 

to work with the 
events team at 
campaigns & 
Elections. i’ve 
received top tier 
customer service 
and continue to 
meet and make 
great connections 
at every event i’m a 
part of.”
Zoë Maurer  

Having 
attended 

nearly every c&E 
conference and 
event since i started 
in the industry three 
years ago, c&E’s 
events have served 
as a springboard for 
my knowledgebase 
in the world of 
campaigning, 
and have been 
the source of 
many industry 
relationships that i 
have fostered.”
Jeffrey Whitmore, 
Resonate
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Print advertising 
opportunities

of our subscribers 
purchase tV, 
radio, newspaper 
or billboard 
advertising

Campaigns & Elections is the only how-to journal for the political 
consulting industry and its bimonthly reach numbers just over 6,000 
print subscribers. Our printed edition is also in the hands of thousands 
of C&E event attendees throughout the year, members of the American 
Association of Political Consultants, and is distributed at various state 
and local campaign events.   

Our readership influences politics at the highest levels—start engaging 
with them today. 

 Print rAtE cArD
Cover Tip $5200
Premium Page (front inside cover, back cover, back inside cover) $3698
Full page $3058
½ page $2098
1/3 page $1467
1/6 page $920
Sponsored Content (850 words) $3698
1/3 Page Sponsored Content (200-300 words) $1898

 tHE PoLiticAL PAGEs
C&E produces the only comprehensive directory of political consultants 
and consulting firms across the U.S. – a resource used by hundreds of 
candidates and campaigns each year to select their consultants and 
vendors. Offered both in print and online, the Political Pages reaches 
C&E’s entire subscriber base, and is placed in the hands of C&E event 
attendees throughout the year.
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July/August    6/22/15  6/26/15  6/29/15
September/October  8/21/15  8/26/15  8/29/15
November/December   11/6/15  11/9/15  11/12/15
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Cover tip 7.875”  6”
Trim size (full page)  7.875” 10.75”
Live copy area 7.625”  10.5”
Double page spread bleed  16”  11”
Full-page bleed  8.125”  11”
1/2 page horizontal  6.8125”  4.78”
1/3 page vertical  2.165”  9.8”
1/3 page horizontal  6.8125”   3.125”
1/3 page square  4.48”  4.48”
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•  All ads and cover positions are four-color.
•  Insert card priced as two full pages, plus printing costs,  
   only when available.
•  For guaranteed positions and consecutive placements, add  
   20 percent to the cost per ad.
•  All advertising subject to publisher’s approval.
•  Rates subject to change without notice.
•  Commission of 15 percent of gross billing in space, color, 
   bleed and position is allowed to recognized agencies, 
   provided invoice is paid.

PLEASE NOTE
All ads must be submitted in digital format 300dpi, CMYK, press-ready 
format. All ads must contain an 1/8 inch bleed.
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increase easily attributed to an overall in-
crease in political advertising.  However, 
NCC’s analysis of Kantar Media data 
shows broadcast down almost 30 percent 
in revenue from 2013 versus 2009.   

NCC’s analysis of cable usage also 
noticed a change in the number of 
networks used and what time of day 
commercials ran. In 2010, NCC media 
ran 72 percent of the 8.4 million com-
mercials for all political business in the 
top-rated networks. These included news 
networks (CNN, Fox News and MSNBC), 
top entertainment and sports networks 
(ESPN, TNT, TBS and USA), and lifestyle 
(HGTV, History and Food). 

In 2012, 65 percent of the 9 million 
commercials were in the top-rated net-

1000 GRPs, they sought out persuadable 
voters across 100 different television 
channels. This allowed the campaign to 
capture new audiences not found using 
traditional methods. It’s a strategy that 
a campaign of any size can adopt if it’s 
concerned with reaching persuadable 
voters.  

From a cable industry perspective, this 
new strategy was unique and forward 
thinking. The Obama campaign’s effort 
reinforced the notion that targeting can 
be done effectively on television. It also 
confirmed that campaigns need to buy a 
variety of niche targeted networks if they 
want to reach their persuadable voters 
on TV. Reach doesn’t always translate 
into what program has the largest rating. 
It is the expanded number of networks 
or programs that provide the largest 
reach within your persuadable target, not 
reaching the same voter over and over 
again by advertising in the same shows. 

Early evidence suggests this thought 
process is permeating the political 
community. An examination of NCC 
Media data from 2013 revealed that cable 
spending is up 20 percent as compared 
to a similar election period in 2009—an 

Changes are pointing to 
a new way of thinking 

about television buying. 
They are challenging 

agencies to be smarter, 
work harder and think 

outside the box.

1/3 page  
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reform legislation, including lower 
contribution limits, new prohibitions on 
corporate and union contributions, and 
expanded disclosure for issue advocacy 
communications. In the last few years, 
we’ve seen the exact opposite happen-
ing—state contribution limits are rising, 
or disappearing altogether.

It is not clear whether this deregula-
tory turn is a response to Citizens United, 
or more a reflection of the fact that 
Republicans have taken control of a 
majority of state legislatures. While it 
may appear as though Republican control 
was instrumental in the repeal of certain 
contribution limits in Alabama and 
Florida, the Maryland legislature, with 
a Democratic majority, also raised its 
contribution limits. Connecticut has ef-
fectively doubled its limits, and Arizona 
has attempted to nearly quadruple them, 
depending on the outcome of ongoing 
litigation. Legislatures in both of those 
states are controlled by Democrats. 

McCutcheon could have a major 
impact on state law 
A pending Supreme Court case, Mc-
Cutcheon v. FEC may significantly impact 
not only federal law, but could affect 
several states as well. In McCutcheon, a 
wealthy campaign donor challenged the 
constitutionality of the federal aggregate 
limits that an individual contributor may 
donate to all federal campaigns, party 
committees and PACs (not including 
Super PACs). If the Supreme Court 

strikes down these limits, laws regard-
ing aggregate donor limits in nine states, 
and the District of Columbia, will likely 
be unconstitutional as well. Although 
some court observers have suggested the 
McCutcheon case could be used to strike 
down all contribution limits, that’s highly 
unlikely.  

Groups will continue to push disclo-
sure for nonprofits
This year, we may see the resolution 
of a longstanding lawsuit brought by 
Maryland Rep. Chris Van Hollen (D), 
which challenged the failure of the FEC 
to require groups to disclose donors on 
issue advocacy disclosure reports. This 
has allowed nonprofits, such as 501(c)
(4) organizations, to run aggressive issue 
advocacy ads without disclosing donors 
and without triggering political com-
mittee status, which would also trigger 
disclosure of the organization’s donors 
and finances. If Van Hollen prevails, 
there will likely be a significantly smaller 
amount of issue advertising by nonprof-
its at the federal level for the 2014 elec-
tion as this model is only appealing to the 
extent that these organizations can avoid 
donor disclosure.  

This issue is also related to the recent 
IRS controversy regarding 501(c)(4) 
organizations and their ability to engage 
in partisan political activity without 
being considered a political organiza-
tion. This fight is about donor disclosure, 
and the ability of 501(c)(4) organizations 

of a television buy. The Obama 
campaign made an effort to change this 
model by using the “optimizer” to find 
what persuadable voters were watching 
across hundreds of television networks. 
This new strategy dramatically changed 
the way they bought television. Instead 
of trying to reach an arbitrary goal of 

1/3 page horizontal
6.8125 x 3.125 inch
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The 2014 cycle will not 
represent a breakout year 
for any one specific new 
emerging tactic, tool, or 
technique in digital for 

political campaigns. Don’t be disappoint-
ed, but 2014 will not be adorned with a 
title like, “The Twitter Election,” or “The 
Social Media Campaign.”

This next election will, and should, 
more accurately resemble the launch of 
a software upgrade rather than a flashy 
new phone. Here’s why: The data exists, 
the advertising platforms exist, the social 
channels exist, and the creative drivers 
exist. But how these components work 
together, in harmony, to create more 
engaging and persuasive digital messag-
ing, is still being developed.

There will definitely be new tools and 
tactics employed this cycle to carve out 
victories in the digital space. But much 
of what will give winning campaigns 
the edge will be drawn from tech-
savvy consultants who know how to 
win through advertising and message 
delivery. Leading up to the next elec-
tion, the leaders in the digital field 
will be honing and optimizing digital 
targeting through better methods of 
data integration. Big data is the soup 
du jour; however, it’s still in its infancy 
with regard to mass use by either party. 
It more resembles the ingredients than 
the actual soup.

The Obama team had more than 
100 operatives working with their data 
to allow them to make more informed 
decisions. Still, by their own admission, 
they largely operated by the seat of their 
pants when it came to crunching, honing, 
and optimizing digital advertising. The 
problem isn’t the ability to gather data, 
which is everywhere and accessible. The 
challenge for the major parties, large 
campaigns, and small, is the ability to 
maximize output from data input. The 
standard for data processing has not 
been truly established on either side, and 
less so on down-ballot races. This is the 
challenge for digital operatives heading 
into 2014.  

What’s already underway is an intra 
and inter-party arms race to develop the 
most functional software made available 
to campaigns that can not only harness 
large volumes of varying data points, 
but more importantly, be able to provide 

persuadable voter target segments, or 
individual pools, for digital and media 
advertising. Related to the data arms 
race is the emerging power of digital 
advertising, targeting, and optimization. 
In 2014, the top consultants will reward 
their clients with lower than ever costs 
per actions, clickthrough rates, and video 
views.  

My firm, CRAFT, recently launched 
an edgy digital video campaign that 
garnered our client $.05 per view on 
YouTube. No one can argue that a 
guaranteed view at $.05 is a heck of a 
lot cheaper than a $.42 mail piece that 
guarantees no impression and contains 
no link to action.

Among other new developments, 
agencies are getting into online buying 
in a more direct way via programmatic 
buying. This is just taking control of your 
own buy through an online dashboard 
interface. It will differentiate campaigns 
in the online buying space against com-
petitors.

Programmatic buying is also a key into 
several different buying tactics that don’t 

get much ink in politics, but are industry 
standard in retail and PR. Real Time 
Bidding (bidding for individual impres-
sions to individual people across ex-
changes), buying against data segments 
(widely talked about, but poorly under-
stood in political circles), and remarket-
ing (more widely used, but usually not to 
good effect) are all tactics that become 
more accessible through programmatic 
buying. 

Another area advertisers are begin-
ning to exploit is what we call attribution. 
It’s the science of understanding all the 
different ways a person interacts with 
a campaign before they take an action. 
Politics has long been obsessed with 
last-click attribution, since no has ever 
bothered to look past the point of direct 
response. However, what the data shows 
and what big brands already know is that 
people see and interact with brands and 
messages many times before they actu-
ally make a purchase or take an action. 
The rest of the advertising involved is 
vital to the process, but heretofore hasn’t 
been credited or effectively measured.  

The tools to measure this whole 
universe of interaction are now avail-
able. Optimizing campaigns across that 
engagement funnel is what’s really going 
to be defining success in the coming elec-
tion for any race that can afford to sustain 
online advertising. Understanding which 
advertising tactics that live higher in the 
funnel help boost metrics for last click 
actions at the bottom of the funnel is the 
key. Well-rounded campaigns should 
be running targeting with search, social, 
contextual, behavioral, attitudinal, voter 
data, and of course remarketing, both 
from site pixels and to existing supporter 
universes from online and offline lists.  

Long gone are the days when the 
digital consultant was simply the guy 
who made your website. The age of high- 
impact digital advertising practices is at 
hand. Aside from strong creative, these 
efforts require focused attention to per-
formance metrics. Digital experts who 
understand how to deliver the return 
on investment for delivering messages 
to segmented, persuadable audiences 
will be at the top of the food chain after 
November of 2014.  

Unfortunately, data crunching and 
digital advertising optimization isn’t as 
sexy as simply being better at social. It’s 
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People often ask me 
what’s new with phones. 
Nothing is really new 
with phones. You still 
speak into one end and 

listen from the other. Research con-
ducted by political scientists continues to 
refine the most effective phone messag-
ing, but let’s not pretend phones are the 
wave of the future.  

It’s true—regulations like caller ID, 
abandon rates, and disclosure have 
diminished the use of paid phones 
by campaigns. But like many other 
mediums, phones are seeing a big push 
when it comes to campaign integration, 
and that’s where the real potential lies 
for campaigns in 2014. Here’s a look at 
what’s on the horizon: 

There will be a symbiotic relationship 
between paid phones and volunteer 
calling.  The quickest way to lose a 
volunteer is to have them make ID calls 
on behalf of the campaign. The emer-
gence and availability of dialers directly 
to a campaign (the phone bank in a box) 

has greatly increased the efficacy of 
volunteer phone banking to the point 
that it has taken market share from paid 
phones over the past few cycles. Phone 
consultants were competing for their 
piece of the pie against volunteer phone 
banks.  The consultants were concerned 
about inconsistent staffing and worried 
that volunteers couldn’t complete a high 
volume of calls. The volunteer phone 
banks were concerned about the rela-
tively high cost (compared to volunteers) 
of paid phones, and inaccurate data.

One trend to watch is the develop-
ing of a symbiotic relationship between 
paid phones and volunteer calling, a 
balance that leverages the strengths of 
each medium and minimizes the weak-
nesses. Campaign plans in 2014 will have 
paid phones integrated with volunteer 
calling. Paid phones will do ditch-digging 
(surveys/ID calls and short turnaround 
work with high volume), and upload 
the data directly to the volunteer phone 
bank so the campaign can capitalize on 
the passion of a strong volunteer base to 
perform the persuasion and GOTV piece. 

Phones will help campaigns win 
before Election Day. Early voting 
and absentee/vote by mail is now the 
norm. It means mail chase calls have 
become vital to campaigns. As much 
as campaigns want voters to see their 
mail pieces, they’d much rather contact 
them once they actually have the ballot. 
The value of mail chase robocalls will go 
up, as will interactive mail chase phone 
programs. 

There are a handful of states mulling 
voting rights bills, but early voting is 
trending. Take away those few states, 
and what you have is an electorate that 
is deciding who they’re voting for way 
before the general election. In several 
states, Obama and Romney were very 
close in votes on Election Day. However, 
the president crushed his Republican 
challenger in early voting. Phones are 
widely regarded as the cheapest part of 
paid communications, but many cam-
paigns are maximizing early voting by 
using phones to secure ballots early.

Smartphones will become even more 
campaign smart. One of the difficul-
ties of running a volunteer phone bank 
is securing space and phone lines. The 
campaign dialers now available have 
minimized this problem. Another trend 
that will emerge in 2014 will be the prev-
alence of apps to turn the smartphone 
into a predictive dialing station. Scripts 
and phone numbers will be pushed out 
to volunteers so persuasion and GOTV 
calls can be made from anywhere. 
Several companies have already rolled 
this application out.

Social media will drive phone scripts. 
Another trend you’ll see in 2014 will be 
the use of social media to help improve 
phone messaging. Campaigns are using 
telephone town halls as a tool for early 
voter outreach much more frequently 
than last cycle. Telephone town halls 
yield valuable data to campaigns, and 
now Facebook’s “Custom Audiences” 
allow users to build “Look-a-Like” audi-
ences based off of phone numbers.

Phones can now be synergized with 
social media. It’s safe to say if 10,000 
voters listen to a telephone town hall for 
more than 10 minutes, they are likely to 
be very interested in the campaign. Face-
book’s Custom Audience app allows a 
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to a visual prompt, and it brought the 
most important aspects of the image into 
focus for analysis. 

In another section of the survey we 
asked respondents to take a photo of a 
nearby item that most reminded them of 
the Republican Party, and then one that 
most reminded them of the Democratic 
Party. As one might expect, the majority 
of the images for each party had nega-
tive connotations—there were toilets 
and trash cans. But respondents in this 
section also demonstrated a high level 
of creativity. One photographed a Star 
Wars DVD cover. The message: Repub-
licans represent the Dark Side. Another 
respondent submitted a picture of a vise 
and commented that Democrats are 
“squeezing the middle class.”

The third positive of the mobile 
survey application, and probably the 
area of biggest potential for political 
campaigns, is the ability to test various 
media formats across a statistically valid 
audience. Most campaign media is cur-
rently tested in qualitative focus group-
style settings during which a handful 

As we speed towards the 
2014 midterms, federal 
and state elections will 
likely see another cycle 
with significant participa-

tion by groups that can spend unlimited 
funds and accept unlimited contributions 
from all sources, including from corpora-
tions and labor unions. 

Immediately after the now infamous 
Citizens United and Speechnow.org 
decisions, campaign finance regulators 
scrambled to fill in the necessary gaps 
to ensure that independent spending 
was covered by its disclosure regime. 
In the time since, most states have 
successfully passed disclosure legisla-
tion to capture independent spending 
by corporations and outside groups. 
However, there is still significant legal 
activity going on at both the federal 
and state levels regarding campaign 
finance la
While all states are subject to the Citizens 
United decision, not all states have to 
adhere to the Speechnow.org decision, 
which required the FEC to allow Super 

PACs, since it was decided by the Court 
of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit. Still, 
several state regulators have paved the 
way for Super PACs, despite limits and 
prohibitions in state statutes regarding 
incoming PAC contributions.  

Since Citizens United, multiple states 
have adopted the Super PAC form 
through campaign finance rulings by 
the campaign finance regulator (these 
states include Colorado, Massachusetts, 
Kentucky, Wisconsin and Vermont), 
while others have been forced to permit 
Super PACs through the courts (these 
states include New Jersey, West Virginia, 
Montana, Hawaii, Illinois and New 
Mexico). Other states still refuse to allow 
unlimited contributions from any source 
and I would expect there will be addi-
tional litigation in states that hold out on 
allowing Super PACs. The bottom line is 
Super PACs are here to stay.

States will continue to dismantle 
contribution limits
During the 1990s and early 2000s, many 
states began to pass campaign finance 
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Digital advertising 
opportunities 
Connect with our readers on 
campaignsandelections.com, get your 
message out to our email list, or share 
your knowledge and meet new potential 
customers through our webinars. 
Take advantage of our digital options to 
place your brand or your firm’s services 
alongside the how-to campaign content 
that candidates, elected officials, and other 
campaign professionals are consuming.   

webinars 
$3,750
Design and execute a custom webinar with 
the team at Campaigns & Elections. Our 
60-minute webinars allow your content to 
get in front of a dedicated audience, and 
each includes an option for white paper 
distribution to webinar attendees and 
archived on campaignsandelections.com.  

sponsored Editorial
$2,397
Get your message in front of readers on 
campaignsandelections.com, right in our 
main online content stream. Working with 
the team at Campaigns & Elections, your 
sponsored editorial will publish to our 
Campaign Insider blog, and will remain 
archived online.

Email blasts
$2,750
Design a custom email blast for distribution 
to the C&E email list that numbers 90k. 
Deliver your message directly to our 
audience of influencers. 

Email newsletter
$1,260
Advertise in our twice monthly email 
newsletters sent to a universe of 90k.  
Email newsletter sponsorship includes  
two ads: 650 x 90 and 300 x 250. 

65% 
of subscribers 
directly control 
more than $100k in 
campaign spending 
per cycle

90k 
the number of 
emails on our 
e-blast and 
e-newsletter 
distribution list

 DiGitAL AD rAtE cArD
Splash ad (650x200) $1,537
Online Leaderboard (728x90) $1,189
Medium Box ad (300x250) $889
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contact us

shane D’Aprile
President & Publisher
sdaprile@campaignsandelections.com
703-778-4020

bobby candelieri
Director of Sales
rcandelieri@campaignsandelections.com
703-778-4022

Jim cameron
Account Executive
jcameron@campaignsandelections.com
703-778-9009

sunny Loeffler
Account Executive
sloeffler@campaignsandelections.com
703-778-9013

shereen zaid
Director of Events
szaid@campaignsandelections.com
703-778-4025

Moey Fox
Events Associate
mfox@campaignsandelections.com 
703-778-4028

Movers & Shakers:  

Donald McGahn  22 

 A Plea to Embrace  

Randomized Experiments  40

 The Political Grad  

School Guide  53

The magazine for people in
 politics

SIX
TRENDS 
TO WATCH
IN 2014
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